
App Spotlight

Mobile Sales Quoting Solutions for Concrete & 
Aggregates

Catavolt streamlines Sales Quoting process-
es for the concrete and aggregates industry 
through the use of fully integrated mobile 
apps.

At Catavolt, we know that one app does not fit 
all. We help con/agg customers by developing 
custom sales  apps that work specifically for their 
organization according to industry best practices. 
Catavolt helps your organization build customized 
mobile apps in weeks without any long, expensive 
traditional coding projects, giving a competitive 
advantage to your team.

Con/Agg sales leaders need the right data at the 
right time to increase margins, efficiency, and 
productivity while gaining a competitive 
advantage in the market. Catavolt's mobile apps 
can connect to any back-end system easily and 
work on any mobile device, including iOS and 
Android. 

“What does it mean when my competitor takes 
24-48 hours to generate a quote when my team 
can produce it in 5 minutes?” 

Tom Maher - Sales Manager, Holliday Rock



Examples of Catavolt's Concrete and Aggregates Sales Apps 
Sales customers have seen success deploying these apps:

In this example, a salesperson is provided a template 
for estimating any job. The backend system provides 
customer, material description, and cost information, 
and the Catavolt app provides the ability to set clear 

margins of profit vs. cost as well as a normalized 
methodology for creating the quote. 

Anything out of a set of margin criteria set by the 
management staff must be submitted for approval. 

Unique notes and other pertinent information is easi-
ly recorded and stored in a secure data base.

In this example, your sales person can calculate the op-
timal route from quarry to jobsite, estimating the cost of 
delivery into the final quote amount. 

The salesperson can compare the location of compet-
itors’ quarries and judge whether they historically win 
or lose in that location, managing the proper amount of 
margin based on reduced or increased transport cost vs. 
a competitor. The salesperson can also start to concen-
trate field sales opportunities to the areas where load 
advantage is most optimized. 



In this example, we see the final 
quote that can be stored in the 

backend system and submitted to 
the customer for signature onsite 

or via email. The quote includes all 
specific information according to 

the job and when the quote is ‘won’ 
it is converted to an order in the 

backend system and scheduled for 
invoice and delivery. 

Key Benefits of Catavolt's Platform for Your 
Con/Agg Sales Organization:
• Easily calculate load advantages
• Optimize margins
• Focus on competitiveness
• Heat map your activity
• Quote direct from your phone or tablet in  
 minute rather than days
• No manual re-entry of orders or unnecessary  
 delays do to paper processes and varied 
 communication mechanisms
• No more laptops with VPN connection to 
 create quotes from the field 
• Fully integrated to your back end systems

Learn more at Catavolt's Resource Center


